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Abstract 
A number of physical situations, including chemical reactions, electrical heating, and fluid flow, give rise to nonlinear 
diffusion problems. In this paper models are derived and results relating to the blow-up of the solutions are given. Some 
of the proofs are outlined and the physical significance of the results is noted. (~) 1998 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights 
reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
Nonlinear parabolic equations of the form 
3u 
---[ = ~7. (kV'u) + f (u )  (1) 
arise in a great variety of  situations where, as well as diffusive transport of heat or mass, there is 
some source term representing, for example, heat generation or population growth. The model can 
be further generalised by including convective effects, but the sorts of  behaviour then shown are 
similar to those for (1) and we shall say little about such problems. We shall also mainly restrict our 
attention to cases of  constant diffusivity. (A useful source of information on problems with k oc u c, 
as well as k = constant, is the book [50] by Samarsldi et al.; there is also a considerable literature 
extending the results on constant to power-like diffusivity, e.g. some of the work by Galaktianov, for 
example, [20-30].) Models are derived in Section 2 and briefly analysed in Section 3; the physical 
significance of the mathematical results will be noted. 
More sophisticated models may take the form of systems of equations. Again we do not treat these 
problems here but we do note that if the system is cooperative (with an increase in one component 
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tending to raise the others) many of the techniques and basic results used for the single equation, 
carry over. Perhaps the main question of interest is to find which components tend to infinity as 
blow-up takes place. Systems where one equation acts to cause blow-up and the other to stop it (a 
thermal equation and one for depletion of a reactant) are rather more delicate but for some pairs of 
equations with power dependency of the source term upon the solution (or sources/sinks which are 
a power of one dependent variable × exponential of the other) it is known that blow-up does not 
occur [36, 37, 47]. 
A generalisation of (1), which is often a limiting case of a system, is when there is nonlocal 
dependency, often of the source term, upon u. We briefly review some results for quite special 
models in Section 4. 
We conclude the introduction by noting that even when f is such that (1) will not bring about 
blow-up of u, as would be the case for f -%< 0 ~< u, this can nevertheless happen if an appropriate 
(nonlinear) boundary condition holds, 
0u 
On g(u). 
With g sufficiently rapidly growing blow-up, at the boundary, is possible. To be more explicit, if 
f (u )  = -u  p and g(u)= u q then for p < 2q-  1 there are solutions which blow up but if p > 2q-  1 
all solutions are bounded and exist for all time (see [49] and references therein). 
2. Purely local diffusion models 
Our prime physical example is that of an exothermic hemical reaction occurring in a solid. The 
rate of the reaction is determined by temperature, through an Arrhenius law, and concentration of 
one key reagent; there is assumed to be a large surplus of any others consumed in process so that 
they suffer an insignificant depletion. For an mth-order eaction the reaction rate, i.e. the speed of 
consumption of the key reagent, is Acm exp( -E /RT) ,  where c is the concentration of the reagent, 
T is the temperature, R is the gas constant, A is the pre-exponential rate constant, and E is the 
activation energy. The constants A, E and m are all characteristic of a particular eaction. With the 
further assumptions that density x heat capacity, C, thermal conductivity x, and mass diffusivity 
D are all constant and that there is no bulk motion, the concentration and temperature satisfy the 
coupled nonlinear parabolic equations 
0c 
- -  = D~72c - Acm exp( -E /RT) ,  
Ot 
C oT --~ = x~72T - AHc m exp( -E /RT) ,  
where H is the heat of reaction. (The reader may consult he book [6] for a more complete coverage 
of mathematical problems in combustion.) 
The model is simplified after nondimensionalizing. Taking initial concentration - Co (and either 
zero mass flux or c -- Co at the boundary) and a typical, e.g. ambient, or external, temperature To, it 
is convenient to write c = Coy, T = T0(1 +RTou/E),  and to scale distance with the linear dimensions 
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(e.g. diameter) of the region in which the reaction occurs and time to make the thermal diffusivity 
unity. The normalized system is then 
3t = ' (2) 
_Ou = VZu+ 2 exp ( l~eu)  Ot (3) 
where L=x/CD is the Lewis number, e=RTo/E= 1/dimensionless activation energy, 2=L2AHc'~ exp 
(-1/e)/xeTo indicates the strength of the reaction, and 6 = xeTo/DcoH is a dimensionless heat of 
reaction. For many cases of interest e << 1, so the temperature dependence can be reduced to the 
exponential (this is the Frank-Kamenetskii approximation), [15], and 6 << 1 so that the mass 
equation becomes purely a diffusion equation. The initial condition, v -- 1, with either v - 1 or 
3v/On - 0 on the boundary, makes v - 1 to leading order and the problem reduces to 
OU = ~72U -~ 2eU. (4) 
Ot 
Of course, the assumptions made in the modelling will fail and the model becomes invalid if u 
becomes large. The failure can happen in a number of ways, including: for u of size 1/e the full 
exponential must be used - exp[u/(1 + eu)] ~ exp(1/e) as u ~ c~ whereas e" is unbounded; for 
the heat-source term becoming large the sink term in the mass equation (2) can become significant; 
mechanical effects, which we have been ignoring, can become important and quantities uch as 
conductivity could now change substantially. 
The blow-up of (4) is here thermal runaway, the temperature becomes large, in the sense that 
the dimensionless temperature is big, and might be identified with self-ignition and/or a thermal 
explosion. For safety matters, with regard, say to explosions or fire hazards in combustible materials, 
it is of great practical interest o identify the conditions under which equations uch as (4) exhibit 
blow-up, and if they do, when this occurs. It can also be of importance to see how the temperature 
behaves near criticality (cases which blow up are said to be supercritical, and those which, even 
when perturbed, do not, are subcritical). In this way monitoring of temperature can give a guide 
as to whether or not thermal runaway occurs. (Some recent work on more complex models, see, 
for example, [32], has identified cases of delayed blow-up, where the temperature quickly reaches a 
quasi-steady value, still quite low, but after a much longer time increases rapidly as blow-up occurs.) 
To solve a fuller model, such as (2) and (3), after the blow-up time t* (the time at which 
the solution to (4) becomes infinite) requires that the solution of (4) is known at that time. In 
particular, it can be helpful to know the asymptotic behaviour of u near any blow-up point, that is 
a point x* near which u is unbounded as t ~ t* (i.e. there is some sequence (x,, t,) ~ (x*, t*) with 
u(x.,t.) ~ oo). 
Before reviewing some of the main results regarding conditions, time and manner of blow-up, a 
few more related models should be mentioned. 
Still in the domain of chemical kinetics, certain reactions are autocatalytic. This means that a 
product of the reaction enhances the speed of reaction. For an ruth-order eaction the basic model 
for such a situation is 
Ou 
- -  = ~72 u 2 I- U rn 
& 
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with u now representing the concentration of this product. Of course, this model will break down 
when there is a significant reduction of any agent consumed by the reaction (or if there are substantial 
temperature change, noticeable mechanical effects, etc.). 
One final thermal problem noted here arises from thermo-electricity [45]. When an electric current 
flows through some device, such as a fuse wire, Ohmic heating occurs at a rate plj[ 2 per unit volume, 
where p is the resistivity and j  the current density. Applying Ohm's law and conservation of charge, 
and assuming that there is no rapid variation in either time or space, the electric potential tp and 
temperature T satisfy 
p j=-V 'cp ,  V' . j=O,  C OT Ot = V' . (xur )  + plJl 2. 
This coupled elliptic-parabolic problem can be reduced to an equation for temperature alone in 
certain geometries. For example, in a one-dimensional case with T = T(x,t), q~ = q~(x,t) and j = 
(j,O,O), j = j ( t )  and c(aT/at)  = (a/ax)x(coT/ax) + pj2. With an imposed constant current, j - J ,  
and C, x also constant he model is 
CO---f = + p(T)  
for a temperature-dependent r sistivity. The case of a thin wire, ignoring and effects, gives rise to a 
similar equation if now the potential gradient coq~/az is fixed. With COtp/COz = • = constant, z denoting 
distance along the wire, x and y the transverse coordinates, T = T(x, y, t) and 
cOT x U2 T --l- 
at pC -~ tr( T ), 
where tr = 1/p=electrical conductivity. 
All these problems can be written in the form 
COu = ~72u + 2f(u),  (5) 
at 
where f is a positive function of u (thinking of u > O, or replacing u by 1 + u, in the model for 
autocatalysis). 
3. Blow-up for a semi-linear diffusion equation 
Three important ools for the basic study of (5) are comparison principles, energy methods, and 
Fourier coefficients. Throughout, we shall take (5) to hold in a region t2 with boundary condition 
u = 0 on 0t2 
and continuous initial condition 
u(x, O) = Uo(X) >t 0 in t2. 
(6) 
(7) 
(Most of the results noted in this paper also hold for Robin and inhomogenous boundary condi- 
tions.) 
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A simple illustration of the use of a comparison principle is the demonstration f the existence 
of global solutions - nonoccurrence of blow-up if either (i) f~  ds / f ( s )  = c~, or (ii) a steady state 
w of (5), (6) exists with u0 ~< w. It should be noted, [1], that as blow-up is the only mechanism for 
nonexistence of solutions of (5)-(7) if f is continuous, boundedness of u guarantees the existence 
of a global solution. Indeed: if a solution u(x,t)  of (5)-(7) exists for 0 ~< t < t* < ~ but not for 
t > t* then I lu( . , t ) l l~ ~ c~ as t---~t*-; but (i) 0 ~< v(t), for dv/dt=Af (v )  and v(0)=supo u0, which 
has a solution for all t, (ii) 0 ~< u ~< w. 
Some sufficient conditions for blow-up follow from the other two methods. For example, using the 
energy, E(t )  - f(½1r'ul 2 - ;~(u) )dx  where F(u)  - fo f ( s )ds ,  dE~dr <<, O, and (d/dt) fu2dx >>. 22 
f (u f  - 2F)dx - 4E(0). With f (u )  -- u l+b, b > 0, choosing u(x, O) = kip(x) for some fixed con- 
tinuous ~p > 0, gives (d/dt) f u 2 dx i> 22b/(1 + b) f u 2+b dx - 4E(0) t> K( f  u 2 dx) ~+b/: - 4E(0) and 
nonexistence is ensured, guaranteeing blow-up, if k is large enough. 
With f (0 )  > 0 the Fourier-coefficient method, writing a(t) = f ~pu dx, for ~p the principal eigen- 
solution of the Helmholtz equation, V'2~p + 2~p = 0, is more helpful. Now, ti = 2f~pf (u )dx -  
pa >>, ZKf (a )  - pa, using Jensen's inequality, if f "  >i 0. With 2 or u0 large, blow-up must occur. 
These results can be improved by replacing the Helmholtz problem by ~72¢p + (# + 2f'(w))tp = 0 
with w a steady state of (5) and (6). Taking a = f (u  - w)tp dx leads to the stronger esult, [40], 
see also [3, 19, 48], that if u0 is greater than a nonminimal steady state then u blows up if 
f ' ,  f "  >f O, f~  ds / f ( s )  < co. A variation of the method, based on the critical value 2" of 2, and 
corresponding equilibrium w*, if the spectrum of the steady problem is closed, can be used to 
demonstrate blow-up for 2 > 2" and to estimate the time at which this occurs: t* ~ K/x/~ - 2* for 
2 ---+ 2* if, for example, u0 - 0. 
These results mean that u becomes large, so that we can expect a thermal explosion to occur 
and the model to fail, wherever the region is large enough or the initial temperature exceeds a 
nonminimal (unstable) static profile. (For cases where f (0 )= 0, even with t2 the whole space R N, 
positive, global solutions are possible, see, for example [56].) 
For nearly critical cases, i.e., 2 close to 2", there is a relatively long (O(12 - 2"1 -v : )  according 
to the above scaling) period where temperature at any point is like constant + constant/time. 
With an open spectrum for the elliptic problem it is still possible to show that blow-up occurs 
for 2 > 2" but the estimate of blow-up time, t* < K/(2 - 2"), is much weaker [9]. It should be 
noted that for highly supercritical reactions ("large" regions), 2 >> 1, this inverse proportionality is
a good estimate of blow-up time; t* ~ 2 -1 fo  ds / f ( s )  for Uo -- 0 [18]. Of course, on fixing u0, t* 
is a decreasing function of 2, but not necessarily a continuous one. 
For many problems, blow-up, when it occurs, is complete, in the sense that there is no contin- 
uation, even in a weak sense, of the solution after the blow-up time. This can be manifested by a 
sequence of regularized problems, e.g. replacing f by f ro (s )= min{f (s ) ,m}.  For solutions which 
blow up completely the limit of the solutions is infinite for all x if t > t* [2]. Problems for which 
blow up is known to be complete include those for which u is increasing as a function of t and 
those with f ( s )  ~ s ~+b as s ~ oo for b < 2/ (N - 2),N ~> 3, and any b,N  ~< 2, [2, 26, 43]; here N is 
the number of space dimensions. For such cases blow-up time depends continuously upon the data. 
The phenomenon of complete blow-up is perhaps more important practically in that it indicates that 
mathematical blow-up leads to failure of the model and corresponds to dramatic physical behaviour 
(e.g. ignition). 
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There are cases for which blow-up occurs but the solution can be continued after t*. Such events, 
which can happen in physically significant models such as (4) in three dimensions (N = 3), do not 
necessarily lead to model invalidity and might not correspond to thermal explosions. For instance 
(4), N = 3 can admit self-similar solutions, so u(x, t*) ,-~ -2  In Ixl + c for x ~ 0 (taking x = 0 to be 
the only blow-up point) [13, 44]. After t* another similarity solution can hold as u subsides. The 
before and after solutions take the same form, u = - In  It* - t l  + v(Ixl/v  -t l) ,  but with different 
functions v depending on whether t < t* or t > t*. 
Solutions which can be continued are more easily found for certain other semilinear parabolic 
problems. For example, Ou/c3t = c32u/ax 2 + e u - (c3u/Ox) 2 can be transformed, on putting u = - In v, 
to av/Ot = 02v/c3x2- 1 [44]. It follows that there are solutions which reach u = c~ (v = 0) at a single 
point before subsiding. There are also solutions for which u - oo in some set of positive measure 
for t > t*, see also [30]. Such solutions do not exist for equations of the form (5). 
In cases when blow-up is complete the investigation of the later behaviour using a more so- 
phisticated model needs information about u at time t*: the determination of the set of blow-up 
points and local behaviour near such points is important. Some of the best information is obtain- 
able for problems on unbounded omains. Consider, for example, the equation c3u/& = 02u/c3x2 + e u 
on the half line, x > 0, with initial and boundary data both zero, u(x, 0) = u(0, t) = 0 for x, t t> 0. 
(This might be a model for spontaneous ignition in a cylinder in an internal combustion engine 
- focusing attention on one end.) Upper and lower solutions can be employed, [41], to show that 
u blows up at t = 1 (as can be expected) at x = oo (also intuitively obvious) and that u(x, 1) 
X2/4 for x ~ ~.  Results on bounded domains are somewhat harder to achieve but are a lit- 
tle easier when there is symmetry. With f2 a ball and conditions so that u(x , t )= u(r,t) ,  with 
r = Ixl, is radially symmetric and decreasing, cau/Or <<. O, then provided that f grows sufficiently 
rapidly, [17], blow-up occurs at the single point x = 0. For the same class of nonlinearities blow-up 
points can be shown to be in a compact subset of ~2 for more general problems, if f2 is con- 
vex. 
By "sufficiently rapidly" we mean that there exists some 9(s )> 0 with f~  ds /9 (s )< oo and 
f 'g -  f#'>~ egg' for some e > 0. This growth condition is satisfied by the important practical 
nonlinearities e s and s l+b for b > 0. It is not satisfied if f ( s )  ~ s(in s) l+b for s ~ oo with 0 < b ~< 1. 
For these more slowly growing functions any blow-up is either in a sub-region of O or global (i.e. 
u(x, t) --, oo as t ~ c¢ for all x in f2) see, e.g., [23, 42]. 
The results on single-point blow-up can be extended to asymmetric one-dimensional problems. In 
N dimensions, N > 1, it is now known that for f (u )  = ul+b(and u # u(t))  the Lebesque measure 
of the set of blow-up points is zero, [52], and the (N - 1)-dimensional Hausdorff measure of the 
blow-up set is bounded, [55], if b < 4/ (N  - 2). It can be observed that if x is not a blow-up point, 
and for a point selected at random it almost certainly is not, u will be bounded at t = t*: observation 
of temperature at an arbitrary point will not give a clear indication of thermal explosion until after 
its onset. 
The asymptotic form of a near blow-up has been found to be normally not self-similar. For 
example, for (4) and assuming again that u = u(r, t) with Ur <~ O, typical behaviour is u ~ - In(t* - 
t )+v( r /x / ( t *  - t)[ In(t* - t)[), taking r /v / ( t  * - t)l In(t* - t)[) ~< C, and u(x,t*) ~ -21n r+ ln  I In r[ 
for r ~ 0, [7, 14, 31]. The appearances of the log factor in the quasi-similarity variable and the 
log-log term in the final-time profile are consequences of the inapplicability of an exact similarity 
solution. Other forms of blow-up are, however, possible, apart from the rare self-similar cases 
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mentioned earlier, such as might happen when if two maxima of u(.,t) merge when t = t*; all can 
be expected to be unstable [33-35, 53, 54]. 
4. Nonlocal diffusion problems 
Some generalizations of (5) can be written as 
Ou = ~72u + 2f(u, 9(u)), 
Ot 
where 9 is a nonlocal operator, such as an integral. 
Two special cases of (8) are 
0u 
- W2u + 2f(u(xo, t)) for some fixed x0 
0t 
and 
Ot 
~u 
(8) 
-v=0 at x=Oandatx=l  
Ox 
with # = 1 coming from looking at a similarity solution of the Navier-Stokes equations with the 
nonlocal term K 2 representing pressure. A single equation (but with less clear physical significance) 
-- g72u + 2f(u),  
Ot 
where the bar denotes the average over the region f2. Unsurprisingly, blow-up is global for both 
models; see [12] (and its references for situations where these equations arise). 
For reactions occurring in gases, the variation in pressure as the reaction proceeds acts as an 
additional heat-source t rm and 
Ou ~72u + 2f(u)  + ~u 
0t  = ~&-' (9) 
where a is a constant, 0 < ~ < 1 [4, 39]. The basic results on occurrence of blow-up for this equation 
are similar to those for the more standard, local equation (5). However, the presence of the averaged 
term in (9) is conducive towards global, as opposed to single-point blow-up. For instance, taking 
u = u(r, t) with Ou/Or <<. O, if f (u)  = (fl + u) l+b with 0 < b < 2IN any blow-up is global, although 
it is still single-point if f (u)  = (fl + u) l+b with b > 2IN and a small enough, or if f (u)  = e u [5]. 
It may be observed that if (Ou/c~n)=O on 0t] the equation (9) can be integrated to give (Ou/Ot)= 
V'Zu + 2f (u)  + (~2/(1 - ~))f(u). A very similar equation is the Cahn-Hilliard equation, 
Ou 
-- ~7Zu + 2(f (u)  - f (u))  (10) 
0t 
for phase separation. 
An equation with the form of (10) has received some attention as a prototype for a special 
problem in fluid flow. The system 
0U 02U 0/) 
+~V-~x- -Ox2+UZ-K2 , ~--~x = u, O<x<l ,  
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is obtained by setting # = 0: (du/at)= (~2u/~x2)-~-u 2  U 2. This now has conserved integral, 
fo ~ u dx=constant, and a one-parameter family of equilibria, u = C. Blow-up can be shown to 
occur by using a more sophisticated Fourier-coefficient argument. Taking f u dx = 0, writing a,(t)= 
f0 ~ u cos nnoc dx, and considering an initial condition so that am(O) >>- 0 for all m/> 1, it is found that 
1 • 1 2 am(t) >>- 0 for t/> 0,m >i 1 and al +~2al >/ 5ala2,a2 q- 4~2a2 t> ~al. 
Comparing (al,a2) with a solution of the corresponding coupled ordinary differential equations, 
blow-up is seen to occur if al(0) z > 16~q, a2(0) > 2~ 2. Then u(x,t) ~ oo or u(x,t) ~ -oo accord- 
hag to the value of x [10]. 
Other equations of the form of (8) arise from thermo-electric problems, (fuses, thermistors, etc.) 
and from thermo-vicous flow. Returning to the simple geometries discussed in Section 2, if, instead 
of being given fixed current flow in the one-dimensional problem, the voltage is instead specified, 
j = VIA f p dx (V and A constant), and the temperature satisfies an equation of the form 
/(/ / 0U -- O2U "~ 2f(u)  f (u)  dx 3t Ox 2 
with f > 0. Similarly, taking current as being specified through the fuse wire, a two-dimensional 
equation, 
/(zo / 0u = W2 u + 2f (u)  f (u)  dx ( 11 ) Ot 
with 12 a cross-section holds. 
The same one-dimensional equation represents the temperature in quasi-steady, uni-directional 
flow. With velocity v(x, t) in the y direction, the momentum equation reduces to &/&- -0  for shear 
stress T. Temperature T then satisfies C(3T/Ot)= ~(32T/&2)+ (Ov/Ox)z, assuming no dependence 
upon y. For a "linear" material, but one whose viscosity # varies with temperature, "r = #(T)(Ov/Ox) 
and 
cOT 02T (~)  7j 2. 
Ot = ~-~x 2 + 
With v specified as 0 at x = 0 and V=constant at x =L,  v = v ( t )= V/f~(1/p)dx, and 
0t = ~C-~x2 + V2(1/#) (1/kt)dx " 
For a nonlinear material, meaning that z oc (Ov/Ox) k for some k > 0, the scaled problem is instead 
,. ,,. /(/ )" 
Ot -- Ox ~ + 2f (u)  f (u)dx , (12) 
where p = (k + 1 )/k > 1. 
For a nonlinear conductor, [j] o( [W~p[ k, a two-dimensional version, 
Ouot = V2u + 2f(u) / ( f ,  f (u )~)  p (13) 
can be derived. 
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The methods which were so helpful for the purely local equations largely fail in the presence 
of the nonlocal term. Four techniques which, in at least some cases, give information about the 
solution are as follows. 
1. Linearizing about steady states. This allows stability of equilibria, for a range of 2 [16], to 
be determined but does not tell us about blow-up - except hat if initial data u0 is near some 
stable steady solution w blow-up does not occur. 
2. Sobolev-type stimates. For f growing as a power these inequalities how that solutions of 
(12) are bounded [38]. For f (u )=e u they give that u does not blow up for radially symmetric 
problems in one or two dimensions, [8]. Indeed, in one dimension, if f is bounded away from 
zero then u is always bounded. 
3. Energy/Lyapunov methods. For equations of the form (13) the only problems where these 
ideas can be used have f (u )=aC u (so that f '  o~ f ) .  From this it follows that global solutions 
converge to steady states. 
4. Comparison methods. Because of the nonlocal term these only work to full advantage when f 
is decreasing. With f '  ~< 0 useful upper and lower solutions take the form v--w(x; v(t)) with 
w solving V2w + vf(w) = 0. These can be employed to show that (i) if any equilibrium exists 
then, at least for small u0, u is bounded and tends to the minimal steady state, (ii) if 2 is too 
large for there to be a steady state u must be unbounded and, at least for N = 1, blow up 
after a finite time [46, 51]. From the form of (13) the solution can only become unbounded 
globally; fuse wires melting due to a high current do so uniformly rather than at a single point. 
These results uggest that this type of model, (13), does not, in the context of fluid mechanics, give 
rise to shear bands at particular values of x where there are high-temperatures and high-deformation 
gradients [ 11]. 
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